
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Prudential Funds Commentary: month ended 31 May 2010 
 
Domestic Equity 
 
The ALSI Shareholder Weighted Index fell 4.4% on the month, and the Fund fell 5.29% and 5.36% for Maxi 
and Equity respectively.   
 
The Fund’s disappointing month in local equity followed the heavy falls in offshore equity markets. (The MSCI 
World Index fell 9.5% in USD terms.) In Europe, early in the month concerns over a potential Greek default, 
and later in the month Germany's decision to ban naked shorting in Eurozone sovereign bonds seems to have 
sparked market fears that debt contagion could stall the economic recovery in this region.  
 
Developed equity markets fell on concerns that the fall out of the debt crisis would impact on Europe’s 
recovery.  Fears of a moderation in the pace of China’s economic growth also weighed heavily on global 
equity markets.  With the developed markets still working their way out of a recession Asian growth has been 
relied on to drive the global economy. Increasing risk aversion was evident in the fall of the euro, and in equity 
volatility index measures. 
 
The fall out of these market perceptions around the globe impacted on local stocks. Most markedly this was 
seen in the mining stocks. The Fund’s overweight positions in diversified miners such as Anglo American and 
BHP Billiton hamstrung performance as commodity prices, with the exception of gold, mostly fell on the month. 
Anglos and BHP were particularly affected by a 6% fall in USD price of copper. 
 
The Fund’s underweight positions in gold detracted from the Fund’s performance against local indices. Gold is 
typically a safe haven commodity amid economic uncertainty, and remains a commonly used currency hedge. 
Rising gold prices (4% in USD prices on the month) meant gold miners returned to favour with the market, and 
the gold sector rose 6.6% for May. 
 
Selected positions in retailers Woolworths, Foschini, Spar, Pikwik, and Spar contributed to performance as 
these cyclical stocks fell less than the rest of the market. There were anomalies as other typically interest 
sensitive stocks such as banks suffered far more than general retailers. The banking sector fell 6% on the 
month. 
 
The Fund also benefited from its underweight position in SAB which fell 8.7% in the month. SAB has 
significant cost exposures in an appreciating USD and a large portion of earnings in developing markets which 
have more vulnerable currencies. 
 
The investment style continues to focus on trying to determine where we are in the earnings cycle and to pay 
the appropriate multiple for that level of earnings. Given how volatile the macro news is as well as how volatile 
historic earnings have been, the market is tending to oscillate between optimism and pessimism quite quickly 
on both earnings expectation and rating. This should dissipate as earnings are delivered. There is currently a 
very big gap between trailing and forecasted PE. 
 



 

 

 

 

The risk profile of the Fund indicates that we remain true to our philosophy. Currently the Fund is cheaper (i.e. 
it has a lower PE and lower PB) than its benchmark and in addition based on ROE has a higher quality.  
 
The Fund has in general had very little exposure to speculative type positions i.e. small cap and leverage. 
Speculative companies typically do well off market bottoms but as a long term strategy speculative stocks 
have a poor record. 
 
Domestic Property 
 
Three major listed property funds recently reported financial results. Sycom Property Fund reported 6.3% 
year-on-year distribution growth, falling short of analysts projected growth of around 8%. Acucap Properties 
and Vukile Property Fund achieved 6.2% and 10.2% growth respectively.  Vukile’s results beat analyst 
projections, owing partly to several large government leases showing double-digit rental growth on renewal. 
Sycom and Acucap have in some instances struggled to achieve rental growth on lease renewals. This 
contributed to the shortfall in their distribution growth relative to contractual rental escalation rates of around 
8% p.a.  
 
All three funds reported rising building vacancy factors. This trend suggests commercial property fundamentals 
have deteriorated as a consequence of softer demand for space during the economic recession. Although 
economic activity has improved, commercial property fundamentals (letting demand and rental growth) tend to 
lag an economic recovery by 9 to 12 months. This lag may be attributed, in part, to under-utilization of 
commercial property space resulting from inventory and staff reductions during the economic slowdown. 
  
Listed property should deliver a distribution yield close to 9% over the coming year.  In our view, listed property 
is attractively priced relative to short term bond and cash investments that offer lower fixed income yields.  
 
Domestic Bonds 
 
May was a volatile month in the local bond market with long bonds opening the month at 8.56%, selling off to 
touch 9.01% before closing the month at 8.75%. Much of the volatility appears to have been driven by the 
volatility experienced in offshore markets during the course of the month rather than local developments.  
 
CPI for April again surprised to the downside at 4.8%, below March's reading and the consensus forecast of 
5.1%. Inflation continues to moderate and is now well within the SARB's target range of 3%-6%. The SARB 
now expect this to be the case until the end of their forecast window being the end of 2012. 
 
Anglo American SA Finance (A+) raised R1bn of a 7 year bond during the month at a spread of 1.73% above 
the equivalent government bond. This was Anglo's first public auction and as has been the case with other 
credit issues this year, demand was strong with over R3bn worth of bids received.  
 
The Fund participated in this issue. 
 
Nqaba Finance, an Eskom home loan securitisation raised R867m across a range of bonds to re-finance 
maturing notes in the first home loan securitisation issue of the year. This market has seen little activity over 
the last two years and the issue was a positive development with pricing at the lower end of the guidance. To 
our mind there are still some question marks around the structuring of home loan securitisations and as such 
we did not participate in this transaction. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

Domestic Money Market 
 
CPI for April was up 4.8% yoy (below consensus expectation) from 5.1% yoy in March.  Lower food and goods 
price inflation continued to exert downward pressure on inflation which can largely be attributed to the weak 
consumer demand environment.   First quarter GDP growth for 2010 was an impressive 4.6% quarterly 
annualized from 3.2% in the previous quarter.  The main contributors to this growth were largely in the mining 
and manufacturing sectors due to the improved export environment. 
 
PPI printed growth of 5.5% yoy in April versus the consensus of 4.6% and compared to 3.7% yoy in March.  
The main drivers to this rise were mining, oil and higher electricity prices.    
 
Private sector credit extension for April grew at a negative -0.86% yoy from -0.7% yoy in February.  This is the 
seventh consecutive decline which indicates that consumers are taking strain and de-leveraging their balance 
sheets.  The money supply increased to 1.67% yoy in April from 1.55% yoy in March and was up from its lows 
in February this year. 
 
The SARB's Monetary Policy Committee met in May and kept the repurchase rate unchanged at 6.5%.  The 
FRA curve suggests that interest rates will remain unchanged for the remainder of 2010 and only increase in 
2011.  The Monetary Policy Committee will meet again in July.   
 
Global Equity  
 
The Fund’s performance followed the sudden dip in global equities during the month. Equity prices slipped into 
a pothole of increased risk aversion on perceptions of the effects and fallout of the European crisis. European 
and UK markets bore the brunt of the falls.  
 
The sharp market reaction centered around a number of factors: In Europe, early in the month concerns over a 
potential Greek default, and later in the month Germany's decision to ban naked shorting in Eurozone 
sovereign bonds seems to have sparked market fears that debt contagion could stall the economic recovery in 
this region. The revelation from Hungary's government at the end of the month that the state of its finances are 
possibly more precarious than previously thought did little to help matters for European equity markets.  
 
In the US leading indicators and jobless claims released during the month were unfavourable and the markets 
reacted negatively despite the bigger picture remaining one of favourable data surprises.  
 
In Asia tensions between South and North Korea saw the KOSPI 200 index falling strongly on the month, and 
concerns around the continued pace of China's growth were re-enforced by the euro's fall against the dollar, 
as Europe remains one of China's key export markets. 
 
In terms of the long run pricing fundamentals we continue to see equities as lying on the cheaper side of fair 
value, particularly in the core Euro economies of France and Germany, though the current news flow may 
mean that in the shorter run the current levels of pricing volatility could remain elevated. Overall, in spite of 
recent events, economic and corporate news continues to be positively surprising, earnings growth remains 
robust, as do levels of industrial production in selected Asian economies, while European and German orders 
suggest a resilience which, as was the case in 1997, belies the negative outlook that many market 
commentators, and asset prices, would suggest. 
 
Currency affects were mixed for the month, though the Rand's depreciation against the USD cushioned some 
of the global market falls. 
 
 



 

 

 

 

Global Bonds 
 
The month saw global government bonds outperforming global corporates. Corporate bond spreads increased 
on the unfolding of events in Southern Europe and rising global risk aversion. The Fund had just begun to 
reduce its exposure to A and BBB rated bonds as spreads widened, and the Fund has ceased selling down 
the exposure until the fears around the Greek crisis subside. We view the effects of Greece on the general 
global corporate bond market as being episodic, in other words temporary and that corporate bond yields 
reflect an emotive over reaction as opposed to any shift in the fundamentals. We believe that corporate 
spreads will, in due course, resume their trend to narrow relative to government bonds. 
 
The Fund has taken the opportunity of increasing its exposure to those European corporate bonds that are 
attractively priced, thereby also taking advantage of the precipitous fall of the euro against the US dollar. The 
Fund has modestly reduced its exposure to US A and BBB rated bonds in the early part of the month, 
reinvesting the proceeds primarily into US AA rated bonds. We continue to see government bonds offering 
poor prospective value. 
 
The Fund benefited from its high weight to the US dollar, which outperformed the Rand by 4% through May in 
ZAR terms. 
 
The Fed, the ECB and the Bank of England all left interest rates unchanged during the course of the month. 
 


